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Making sense of identification
The identification market covers many different applications and consists of several types of solutions.  
We can group these under three general areas – RFID, eTicketing and infrastructure.

RFID
Labels and tags (or transponders) employing contactless ‘radio frequency ID’ systems. Used for everything 
from beer barrels to medicines and from livestock to library books.
} NXP’s portfolio of advanced RFID tag and label ICs satisfies an immense range of retail, logistics, 

baggage handling, libraries, animal identification and asset tracking applications.

e-Ticketing
Primarily contactless systems, e-Ticketing covers smart cards and smart tickets for automatic fare collection 
(AFC) in public transport applications.
} Our smart solutions are found in more than 650 major cities world-wide. They make public transport 

faster, safer and more convenient then ever.
} We specialize in MIFARE, the leading brand for e-Ticketing, and offer all the components needed for  

a complete system.

Infrastructure
Putting in place the card, tag and label readers for all contact and contactless systems.
} Already well established in the distribution channel, NXP’s infrastructures occur in banking, mobile 

communications, set-top box, transportation and many more applications, with new opportunities  
arising from the increasing uptake of NFC.
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Three things you need to know about Identification (ID). Firstly it’s a very, very big market and it’s growing 
all the time. In fact the scope for continual growth, in terms of both the number of system implementations 
and product volumes, is colossal. Next, NXP Semiconductors has the industry’s broadest ID portfolio and is 
the leader in contactless ID solutions, resulting in a range of systems to fit virtually every type of application.

And finally, ID holds countless opportunities for the distribution channel. Many of you are already 
capitalizing on these openings but we are still just scraping the surface of the market’s potential.  
As an industry leader NXP continues to spearhead the introduction of exciting technologies such as  
NFC (Near Field Communication) – exciting due to its attractive benefits and potential, and because  
it’s on the brink of mass market acceptance.

Support
NXP will provide extensive support dedicated to helping you create and develop business in this exciting, 
highly rewarding arena. Whether you are ready to expand your involvement in ID or entering new territory, 
we can guide you towards the most lucrative business and help you overcome any challenges on the way.

Comprehensive support tools for all our product families include:
} Training
  - hands-on accredited FAE training, refresher packs
} DistiNet, https://distinet.nxp.com
  - prime information source, dedicated to our distributor network
} Documentation on the NXP website, www.nxp.com/products/identification
  - z-cards, leaflets, datasheets, application notes and much, much more
} Marketing
  - designers club, presentations, videos, case studies and ROI calculations
 - eBroadcasts, business creation workshops and journals
} eSamples desk, accessed via
  - DistiNet, or through your local sales office: www.nxp.com/profile/sales/index.html
} Development kits
} Demo boards
} Software
} Reference designs
} Complete design kits, including:
  - development kit, application notes, samples, specific tools and collateral

Identification is included in our Advanced FAE Training program. Aimed at giving you the appropriate 
training for marketing and selling NXP ID solutions, the course leads to certification. ID-certified FAEs can 
then receive full technical support, allowing you to offer complete first-level assistance to your customers.

IDeal opportunities
for distributors
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Offering wear-free and robust performance, RFID tag and label ICs 
are ideal for high volume applications such as logistics, baggage 
handling, asset tracking and library services. Markets are expanding 
for this proven technology, both as new applications and in 
replacing older, less reliable technologies such as bar codes.

At the PCB level, integrating an RFID IC and antenna into a product design offers major 
benefits for logistics and supply chain management, more than off-setting the initial 
investment. All information on status, revisions, modifications and even repairs is stored 
on a single chip, allowing simple, precise tracking during manufacture and shipping.

Fast applications use UCODE
Operating in the UHF range, our UCODE family of RFID ICs offers high anti-collision 
rates and long operating distances. Our UCODE G2XM and UCODE G2XL products 
are specifically tailored to the requirements of passive intelligent tags and labels. 
They conform to the EPCglobal Class1 Gen2 standard, making them the ideal choice 
for supply chain management and logistics applications.

} Compliant to EPCglobal standard
} Fast data rate
} Multi-label operation
} Long range operation
} EAS alarm and largest user memory on the market

Industry-standard ICODE
For HF smart label systems, NXP’s ICODE label technology is the de facto industry 
standard and represents the largest installed base world-wide. Ideal for all kinds of high 
volume applications ICODE offers a cost-competitive, proven and reliable solution.

} Compliance with world-wide harmonized standards and regulations
} Features optimally aligned with user requirements
} Best performance-to-cost ratio
} Open strategy for world-wide multiple sourcing
} Comprehensive portfolio of compatible products with a strong road map 

for future innovations

Customers can choose from several variants within the ICODE and UCODE families, 
depending on application type and the level of functionality, such as security, they require.

RFID – high frequency tags / labels

Identifying opportunities 
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RFID – high frequency tags / labels

Application area Product family

Focus segments
Retail SCM UCODE G2XL
Fashion SCM UCODE G2XL/G2XM, ICODE SLI
Pharmaceutical ICODE UID-OTP, UCODE G2XL/G2XM
Printers and cartridges ICODE SLI, SLI-S, SLRC400

MIFARE Ultralight, MFRC510
Library and rental ICODE SLI, ICODE SLI-L
Other applications

Factory automation, laundry, asset 
management, ski ticketing

ICODE SLI-S, ICODE SLI-L, ICODE SLI,
UCODE G2XL/G2XM

Medical devices, patient wristbands, blood 
/ tissue sample tagging, lab automation

ICODE SLI-S, ICODE SLI

Airline baggage tagging UCODE G2XM
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RFID – low frequency tagging
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Offering all the benefits of RFID – wear-free operation, inventory 
tracking accuracy, etc – tags and labels utilizing low frequency 
wireless identification add some special advantages of their own. 
Key amongst these are their excellent performance in harsh or 
‘noisy’ (high level of electromagnetic emission) environments, even 
those with high metal or water content. 

Highly robust HITAG
Our HITAG family’s advanced features ensure fast, accurate and secure tracking. Its 
sophisticated anti-collision algorithm makes HITAG the de facto standard for industrial 
applications. Delivering highly rugged performance, it is a prime choice for locations 
involving RF-noisy, humid or metal-rich conditions. HITAG is also used extensively in the 
animal identification market, as well as being perfect for tracking high value assets such 
as beer barrels and gas cylinders. 

} Mutual authentication with encrypted data transfer prevents unauthorized copying
} Simultaneous scanning of multiple items and no line-of-sight needed
} Maintenance free; high reliability
} Wide range of formats for different transponder shapes

Customers can choose from several variants within the HITAG family, depending on 
application type and the level of functionality, such as memory size, they require.

RFID – low frequency tagging

Application area Product family

Tracking HITAG 1, HITAG 2, HITAG S
Industrial HITAG S
Access Systems HITAG 1, HITAG 2, HITAG S
Logistics HITAG 1, HITAG 2, HITAG S
Animal ID HITAG S
Gaming HITAG 1, HITAG 2, HITAG S



Automatic fare collection

Identifying opportunities 
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Automatic fare collection (AFC) using contactless smart cards, also referred to 
as e-Ticketing, offers a broad range of user benefits. Among the biggest are 
increased mobility and convenience, because it eliminates the need for cash 
payments and reduces queuing: stopping to swipe a card is not necessary, you 
can simply tap it against the reader and go.
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Another key asset is flexibility, as multiple applications – including payment – can be 
incorporated on the same card. Service providers also benefit from being able to offer 
improved service, not to mention the cost-saving potential of these systems.

Massive MIFARE market
NXP’s MIFARE products are used for contactless and dual interface smart cards. More 
than 1 billion smart card ICs and 7.5 million reader ICs have been distributed globally. 
MIFARE is future-proof, supports fast transaction speeds and high security, and makes 
up some 70% of transport e-ticketing networks world-wide. 

Due to their popularity and multi-application capability, MIFARE-based smart cards 
can also be found in many areas outside transport. They are becoming increasingly 
popular for event ticketing and access control applications. Additionally, MIFARE is fully 
compatible with NFC-enabled systems.

Customers can choose from several solutions within the MIFARE product family, 
depending on which features they require for their specific application.

Application area Recommended products

e-Ticketing

Public transport MIFARE 1 KB, MIFARE 4 KB, MIFARE DESFire, 
MIFARE Ultralight, SmartMX

Road toll MIFARE 1 KB, MIFARE 4 KB, MIFARE DESFire
Event ticketing MIFARE 1 KB, MIFARE Ultralight, MIFARE mini
Payment

Loyalty schemes MIFARE 1 KB, MIFARE 4 KB, MIFARE DESFire, 
SmartMX, MIFARE mini

e-Purse MIFARE 1 KB, MIFARE 4 KB, MIFARE DESFire, 
SmartMX

Secure ID
Access control MIFARE 1 KB, MIFARE DESFire, MIFARE mini
Employee badges MIFARE 1 KB, MIFARE DESFire, MIFARE mini
Identity cards MIFARE 1 KB, MIFARE 4 KB, MIFARE DESFire, 

SmartMX, MIFARE mini
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Infrastructure

Identifying opportunities 

Smart cards, tags and labels bring benefits to a wide range of applications, but 
they are only half of the story. They need a supporting infrastructure, and here 
too there are many excellent opportunities for distributors.

Infrastructure consists of the base stations – also called read/write units or readers – that interact with the 
system’s smart cards, tags or labels. Examples may be found in access control terminals and turnstiles, ticket 
vending machines, as well as in fixed and handheld units along manufacturing lines and logistics paths.

Benefits at every level
NXP offers contact and contactless solutions, both of which have been exclusively sold via distributors. 
For contact infrastructures, we lead the market in Pay TV and payment (POS terminals for main card and 
SAMs). In addition our designs for Pay TV applications have become the ‘standard’ for conditional access 
interface cards. Our contactless product range has grown dramatically over the years, with solutions for 
many standards including ISO 14443 (A and B), ISO 15693, FeliCa and NFC.
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Infrastructure

Application area Products

Contact operation
Pay TV TDA8020, TDA8024, TDA8025, TDA8029 
POS terminal TDA8020, TDA8023, TDA8029, TDA8007B
Standalone unit TDA8029 
Contactless operation

Access control MFRC500 if only MIFARE required
MFRC531 + DF8SAM, or CLRC632 if ISO 15693 required

Border control (eGov) MFRC531
Desktop USB (eGov) PN533
Toll collection / on-board unit MFRC500, MFRC522
ID card (handheld) MFRC522, MFRC523
POS terminal PN512 + RF amplifier

PN533 for POS accessories and USB
Smart metering (prepaid) MFRC522
Transport MFRC531 + DF8SAM for terminals

MFRC523 + DF8SAM for handheld units
PN512 + DF8SAM + RF amplifier, or PN533 + DF8SAM 
+ RF amplifier to support FeliCa protocols

NXP contactless readers: 
MFRC, CRL RC and PNxxx families
} Conform to international standards including:
  ISO 14443 A and B, ISO 15693, FeliCa
} ISO 14443 type A license included
} Innovatron type B licence included
} MIFARE Crypto support
} Easy design-in supported by demo kits, design-in 

packages and software tools
} Dedicated support for MIFARE, FCC, CE, 

Paypass, EMVCo, etc. certification

NXP contact readers: 
TDA80xx family
} ISO 7816, EMV 4.0 and NDS compliant
} Support 5 V, 3 V and 1.8 V smart cards
} Security and protection on-chip
} RoHS2006 compliant
} High speed I/O baud rates
} EMV libraries available for devices with 

ISO 7816 UART

As the number of RFID and smart card implementations increase, your business opportunities become 
ever more numerous. In addition, new openings are beginning to appear with the infrastructure needed to 
support our NFC system solutions.

Given the benefits of RFID in their supply chain management process, manufacturers are very interested in 
adding ICODE or UCODE label ICs to their designs at PCB level. Of course, to read a new labelling system 
an updated infrastructure must be installed. However this is relatively simple, and we can provide you with 
the support and contacts to help bring complete solutions to your customers.
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